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Tech Startup Exponeer Sets Sights on Outdated Exhibition Industry

Web platform reinvents trade show economics with thousands of worldwide events

Vilnius, Lithuania (PRWEB UK) 20 October 2016 -- Exponeer has launched the first global online exhibition
platform capable of delivering the full trade-show experience (and much more thanks to state-of-the-art
technologies) with none of the costs, risks or inconveniences of traditional business exhibitions.

“The business model of the expo industry is out of touch with today’s corporate needs and possibilities – it’s a
stagnant pool of inefficient outlays that’s ripe for dramatic disruption,” says Vaidas Saltenis, tech startup
Exponeer’s founder and CEO.

“We’ve created an effective game-changer that brings the players of any industry together for high-level live
interaction, without the expensive travel and stands, or the uncertainty of whether people will show up or your
investment will ever pay off.”

Potential partners and clients meet at Exponeer’s more than 6,600 online events, which are conveniently
arranged by field and geographic area. Visitors easily find what they’re looking for. Virtual company stands – a
form of Software as a Service – are set up with professional assistance and vetted for quality control. (No spam
or worthless “noise” is allowed.) Each stand enjoys public conference functionality and private virtual meeting
space.

In total it’s the world’s biggest-ever exhibition, open 24 hours a day all year round.

“If you have something to show or tell the world, this is your ticket to an instant global audience, self-selected
to fit your target market. For new products or services, this is the marketing side of Industry 4.0, reducing your
trade-show preparation time from a year or more to just days,” Saltenis says. “It’s a radical new world for
expo!”

About Exponeer

Exponeer is a pioneer in new-generation exhibition and conference solutions based on real-world expertise in
the field and innovative SaaS technologies. We enable organizations to build beneficial relationships online
with partners and clients worldwide, communicating with their target audiences more efficiently, more reliably
and more effectively. Proudly based in Lithuania, a dynamic EU economy and IT hub, we’re reinventing the
global expo industry.
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Contact Information
Laura Zizaite
Exponeer
http://https://exponeer.com/
+370 62868471

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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